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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This summary provides an update on the progress made of Lanarkshire Region’s Business Plan 2018-
2023.   The first two years of the plan from AY 2018/19 to AY 2019/20 primarily focused on returning 
New College Lanarkshire’s (NCL’s) Underlying Operating Position to a favourable position.  As an 
update, the 2018/19 results were positive, building upon the previous year surplus. 
 
The plan identifies six key objectives for sustainable future business delivery:  Achieve required levels 
of productivity (Credit delivery); Ensure efficient workforce deployment; Optimise infrastructure 
utilisation; Deliver high quality relevant curriculum whilst driving improvement in student success; 
Provide financial sustainability; and Optimise Regional efficiencies. 
 
The plan was based on a set of core assumptions established by the SFC and through NCL’s analysis. 
These are: Guidance on a wide range of financial assumptions to standardise Financial Forecast 
Returns (FFRs) from colleges across the sector; No funding allocation to cover cost of living pay 
increases for the six year period AY 2017/18 – AY 2022/23; No strategic capital funding to restructure 
learning spaces; Funding for national bargaining harmonisation costs will be provided; Cash advances 
in support of cash flow requirements to deliver the plan will be available; Severance schemes will be 
fully funded by SFC; Acknowledgment that if severance schemes do not achieve required targets SFC 
will provide further guidance and support; Governance arrangements must be clear; Impact 
assessments must be carried out; Regional efficiencies must be sought.   
 
This plan strives: To continue to deliver a favourable Underlying Operating Position (UOP) for NCL 
through to July 2020 and maintain that position for the remaining period of this plan; To maintain 
Credit delivery across the Region at SFC projected levels with mutual agreement of the adjusted 
distribution between the Regional and Assigned Colleges; To reduce c17.00 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) 
NCL Teaching Staff and c5.00 FTE NCL Support Staff, providing the required staff cost savings  
between2018-20, with a further reduction of c45.50 FTE NCL Teaching Staff and c16.50 FTE NCL 
Support Staff in the following three year period to AY 2020-23 which is required due to the forecast 
reduction in SFC funded activity and continuing cost pressures (c62.50 FTE NCL Teaching Staff and 
c21.50 FTE NCL Support Staff reduced over the full AY 2018-23, five year period); To reduce NCL’s early 
withdrawal rates from the AY 2016/17 baseline by 4.0% for HEFT and 7.0% for FEFT by AY 2021/22;  
To increase NCL’s average class group sizes from the AY 2016/17 baseline of less than 14 to 16 by the 
end of AY 2022/23;  To improve operating models which contribute to cost savings.  
 
The plan has been implemented on a project management basis under a framework of the following 
project streams: 
 

1 Productivity 
2 Workforce deployment 
3 Infrastructure 
4 Curriculum 
5 Financial sustainability 
6 Regional efficiency 
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2 CONTEXT 
 

2.1 Background  
 
The underlying financial position of New College Lanarkshire (NCL) became manifest within an 
unprecedented landscape of challenging financial pressures, parameters and constraints.   
 
On the 11 May 2017 Lanarkshire Region’s Accountable Officer and Lanarkshire’s Regional Chair 
presented Lanarkshire Region, Business Scenario Planning 2017-2022 at a meeting with the Scottish 
Funding Council (SFC).  The document presented the latest stage of a continuing business planning 
process which outlined the financial position of NCL, identified six key objectives for sustainable future 
business delivery and explored the variables capable of affecting any required change.  Following 
feedback from SFC, Senior Staff submitted Lanarkshire Region Business Planning 2017-2020 Update 
on the 18 August 2017 which included a comprehensive review and analysis of estate requirements.  
Further collaborative working between the Region and SFC colleagues resulted in a further submission 
of the Lanarkshire Region Summary Business Plan on the 09 October 2017.  Following agreement of 
this first phase of the Business Plan, SFC approved and funded NCL’s 2018 Voluntary Severance (VS) 
scheme.   
 
 

2.2 Current Financial Position - New College Lanarkshire  
 

 Academic Year (AY) 2018/19 
Actual 

Academic Year (AY) 2019/20 
Forecast 

Underlying Operating Position *£324k **£0k 
 
In the year ending 31st July 2019, NCL (including the subsidiary Amcol) generated an Underlying 
Operating Position (UOP) (surplus) in the period of £324k*, which is a stronger position than in the 
original Business Plan (£569k deficit). 
 
This builds upon the £531k UOP surplus in 2017/18 thus recording two consecutive years of marginal 
surplus. 
 
 
*Figure agreed with SFC in preparation of the 2018/19 Financial Statements. Please note that all figures quoted include the 
College Subsidiary, Amcol Scotland Ltd. 
 
**As per FFR agreed by Board in October 2019. 
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2.3 Business Plan - Underpinning Targets 

 
The underpinning targets which predicate all other targets and outputs are shown in Graph 1. 
 
Graph 1  

 
 
 
 
3 BUSINESS PLAN 
 

3.1 Outline 
 
Key Objectives 
 

1. Achieve required levels of productivity (Credit delivery) 
2. Ensure efficient workforce deployment  
3. Optimise infrastructure utilisation  
4. Deliver a high-quality relevant curriculum whilst driving improvement in student success 
5. Provide financial sustainability  
6. Optimise Regional efficiencies 

 
3.1.1       Objective 1: Achieve required levels of productivity (Credit delivery)  
  
Outcome 1: 
 
Maintain Lanarkshire Region’s Scottish Funding Council (SFC) Credit delivery in line with SFC 
projections. New College Lanarkshire (NCL) recognised that ensuring it implements an efficient 
operating model requires two key parameters to improve and one to be maintained. Class group sizes 
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and student early retention and outcomes to be improved and Credit delivery per Full Time Equivalent 
(FTE) Teaching Staff maintained. Changes in demand and operating models resulted in a reduction of 
5,034 Credits in NCL’s total Credit delivery for Academic Year (AY) 2018/19, with a further reduction 
in demand of 922 Credits from AY 2019/20.  South Lanarkshire College (SLC) continue to forecast an 
unmet student demand.  Therefore, the Regional Credit output will be maintained in the Lanarkshire 
Region at levels offered by SFC with a corresponding increase in SLC’s Credit delivery from AY 2018/19.  
If it is assumed that SFC do not replace the Credits currently funded through the European Social Fund 
(ESF), the Regional activity level may reduce as a result of the loss of ESF match funding at a national 
level. Based on current projections NCL’s reduction in Credits in AY 2022/23 would be c3,500.  A total 
reduction for NCL over the five year period of c6,487 Credits. 
 
Target 1: Credit delivery 
 
Table 1  

  2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 
Lanarkshire 186,843 184,715* 184,715* 184,715* 184,715* 178,887* 
NCL  138,849 135,862 135,862 135,862 135,862 132,362 
SLC 47,994 48,853 48,853 48,853 48,853 46,525 

 
Table 1.1 
 

  2017-18 
Actual 

2018-19 
Actual 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 

Lanarkshire 186,843 183,715 182,516* 182,516* 182,516* 178,887* 
NCL  138,849 133,815 132,893 132,893 132,893 132,362 
SLC 47,994 50,314 49,624 49,624 49,624 46,525 

 
Over the period AY 2017/18-2019/20 Credit delivery within the region was planned to reduce by 2,128 
Credits (c142 FTE Student Places). Over the full period AY 2017/18-2022/23 Credit delivery within the 
region will reduce by 7,956 Credits (c530 FTE Student Places) in line with SFC’s national projections*. 
 
*Financial forecast return (FFR) for further education colleges  
 
 
 
 
3.1.2 Objective 2: Ensure efficient workforce deployment  

 
New College Lanarkshire (NCL) was required to reduce staffing costs sufficiently to allow it to bring 
about a positive Underlying Operational Position (UOP) within the next two years of this plan and to 
maintain that UOP over the full five-year period of the plan.  This involved ensuring acceptable levels 
of activity and service were maintained whilst reducing the number of staff required to deliver that 
activity and service.  In the context of Support Staff this involved the implementation of improved 
working processes and practice and the best utilisation of technology and infrastructure.  In the 
context of Teaching Staff this involved Teaching Staff to be timetabled to ensure sufficient Credit 
delivery per Full Time Equivalent (FTE), the recruitment of sufficiently large class groups of students 
and retaining those students by reducing early withdrawal rates.   
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For the purposes of the plan Teaching Staff at NCL refers to faculty staff including Lecturer, Curriculum 
& Quality Leader, Assistant Head of Faculty and Head of Faculty.  Support Staff includes all other staff 
not included in the list above, up to and including the Principal.   
 
With regards to references to management Senior Management at NCL included Assistant Principal, 
Vice Principal and Principal.  Middle Management included all Heads of Faculty, Heads of Department 
and Financial Controller.  Management included all other positions titled Manager and those with staff 
supervisory responsibility. 
 
When referring to analysis or quantities of either Teaching Staff or Support Staff, this includes Staff, 
Management, Middle Management and Senior Management as defined above. 
 
The presentation of FTE Staff numbers / targets are projections were based on an estimate of the most 
common salary level in that category. i.e. Teaching or Support.  FTEs were used to assist understanding 
of the potential quantity of staff who may be affected.  However, the underlying target is the Staff 
cost saving generated through any staff reduction. 
 
It is clear that as the implementation of this plan progresses, this may result in significant change, 
which could include varying degrees of restructure or realignment.  Due to our recognition of the 
principle of staff cost reduction by the management of natural turnover, redeployment / retraining of 
staff and voluntary severance, actions resulting from this, balanced against operational 
requirement/need will influence the detail of how this change will be implemented going forward. 
 
NCL remains committed to the principle of reducing staff costs by exploring the following options in 
all cases whilst ensuring that the operational requirements of the College and this plan are met: 
 

1. Natural staff turnover 
2. Redeployment /retraining of staff 
3. Voluntary Severance (general or targeted) 

 
3.1.2.1 Support Staff workforce deployment  

 
Analysis indicates that further reductions in Support Staff at NCL from those achieved during the 
Academic Year (AY) 2017/18 Voluntary Severance (VS) scheme are likely to have implications for 
service delivery in terms of increased processing times, reduced service availability and reduced levels 
of support to students.  This was demonstrated through the assessment process for VS, where each 
application was assessed against specific criteria that included consideration of whether work could 
be absorbed and whether there were risks to the service if a particular proposal was accepted.  
Options for further reductions in the Support Staff workforce are therefore constrained. It is however 
estimated that due to further refinements in systems and working practices a reduction in staffing 
costs can be managed and is still achievable resulting in a further reduction of c21.50 Staff Full Time 
Equivalent (FTE) over the next five year period.  
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Outcome 2a: 
 
Reduction in Support Staff costs.   
 
Target 2a: Support Staff reduction - New College Lanarkshire 
 
Table 2  

 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 
Staff FTE -14.00  -5.00 0.00 -6.00 -9.50 -1.00 
Staff Costs -£620k -£166k £0k -£208k -£335k -£36k 
Cumulative -£620k -£786k -£786k -£994k -£1,329k -£1,365 

 
Table 2.1 – Actuals for years to 2019-20 

 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 
Staff FTE -14.00  -4.6 0.00 -6.00 -9.50 -1.00 
Savings -£620k -£181k £0k -£208k -£335k -£36k 
Natural 
Turnover £0k -£65k - - - - 
Cumulative -£620k -£801k -£801k -£1,009k -£1,344k -£1,380 

 
At present, planned voluntary severance for support staff is largely on track in line with projections 
for staff reductions.  However, as expected, the potential for reductions has been restrained by the 
number of applicants in areas where voluntary severance was open and the pay back period for some 
applicants being longer than the 12 month period stipulated by SFC (particularly in relation to LGPS 
Strain Costs).  This meant that some applicants were declined on financial grounds where, had there 
been no strain cost, their applicant could have been accepted and the post removed. 
 
Discussions are currently underway with SFC regarding levels of funding available for further planned 
Voluntary Severance and part of these discussions involve the potential to bring forward voluntary 
severance planned for 2020-21 to realise savings originally planned for both 2019-20 and 2020-21 
under a combined scheme to be launched in 2019-20.  The original Business Plan envisaged that any 
voluntary severance scheme would attract SFC funding.  Should this not be available, this would affect 
the College’s financial position over the remaining years of the Business Plan and the recently 
submitted FFR outlines these scenarios in more detail. 
 
3.1.2.2 Teaching Staff workforce deployment 
 
In developing this plan, consideration has been given to the nature of work carried out by New College 
Lanarkshire’s (NCL’s) Teaching Staff and this has been an important factor in decisions made with 
regard to the ability to release staff through Voluntary Severance (VS).  Through VS, we have been 
able to address some areas of inefficiency within faculties.  We have identified further staff savings as 
a result of the actions highlighted in this plan.  As previously stated, the efficient and effective 
deployment of Teaching Staff is primarily dependent on three factors: Credit delivery per FTE Teaching 
Staff, class group sizes and student early retention. This requires Credit delivery per FTE Teaching Staff 
to be maintained and class group sizes and student early retention to be improved.  
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Outcome 2b: 
 
Maintain current levels of Credit delivery per FTE Teaching Staff. 
 
Target 2b: Credit delivery per FTE Teaching Staff - New College Lanarkshire 
 
Target 2b1. Updated target from 27.1.2020, NCL will allocate a notional 36 hours to deliver a single 
credit. One Scottish Funding Council (SFC) credit is equivalent to 1 SQA credits / single unit. 
 
Target 2b2. NCL will operate maximum class contact of 23 hours per week with up to 860 hours per 
year (see detail in table 3) in line with National Bargaining (NB) agreements.   
 
Table 3 
 

Maximum class contact per year                   860 hrs 

Maximum planned, timetabled class contact per week                  23 hrs 
Teaching weeks per year                                                                         36 wks  
Standard timetabled slots    2 / 3 Hrs 
Semesters             2 
Average class contact per unit (equivalent to 1 SFC Credit) 36 Hrs 

 
Currently there is an Academic consultation jointly led by Senior staff and Trade Union in relation to 
timetabling for session 2020/21. 
 
Outcome 2c: 
 
Increase average class sizes. 
 
Recruiting sufficient numbers of students for individual class groups will help ensure an increase in 
New College Lanarkshire’s (NCL’s) average class size.  A co-ordinated effort by marketing, admissions, 
faculty staff and student support services including initiatives such as quicker access to interview and 
place offers; pre-enrolment events; and quicker and improved access to student funding, all work to 
ensure the appropriate numbers of students are accommodated in specific class groups.   
 
Target 2c: Average class size increase - New College Lanarkshire 
 
Table 4 

Average Class Size 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 
 Actual Actual     
 13.7 14.1 14.4 15.0 15.5 16.0 

 
Outcome 2d: 
 
Reduce student early withdrawal rates (before completion of 25% of their programme). 
 
The next stage considered maintaining class sizes by reducing the number of early student 
withdrawals.  As evidenced in Table 5a progress has been made through the implementation of a 
range of strategies, which included NCL’s participation in the Scottish Government’s Retention Project 
for 2 years, which aimed to improve completion rates of Further Education Full Time (FEFT) students 
in five targeted colleges.  As part of this project, NCL had a college-wide improvement team who 
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oversee various projects set up to reduce withdrawal in specific low-performing courses.  Examples of 
projects included transition courses (Step into College) delivered in preparation for the forth coming 
year that engaged and prepared students for the year ahead, including addressing their financial and 
social needs. 
 
NCL’s Academic Standards, Planning and Monitoring Team focuses on curriculum areas that are lower 
performing and provides Heads of Faculty with a balance of challenge and support to implement 
agreed actions for improvement. All faculties continue to have retention as a key aim in their 
Operational Plans.  Teams are receiving enhanced support to review courses and take specific actions, 
via the Annual Curriculum Evaluation process.  Local Improvement groups and update the Retention 
and Attainment group, led by a member of the SMT, for specific subject areas that have lower 
performance.   Education Scotland colleagues have arranged visits to college teams to aid 
improvement in performance.   
 
Target 2d: Early withdrawal reduction - New College Lanarkshire 
 
Table 5 

% Improvement 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 
Further Education Full Time (FEFT) 2.00% 1.25% 1.25% 1.25% 1.25% 0.00% 
Higher Education Full Time (HEFT) 0.50% 0.75% 0.75% 1.00% 1.00% 0.00% 
Further Education Part Time (FEPT) 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Higher Education Part Time (HEPT) 1.50% 1.50% 1.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 
Table 5.1: Progress in Early withdrawal reduction – New College Lanarkshire 

Actual %  2017/18 2018/19 In-year 
2019/20 

2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 

Further Education Full Time (FEFT) 11.9% 12.4% 10.1%     
Higher Education Full Time (HEFT) 6.3% 6.1% 6.1%    
Further Education Part Time (FEPT) 6.6% 5.0% 4.1%    
Higher Education Part Time (HEPT) 6.6% 6.3% 5.3%    

 
 
Outcome 2e:  
 
Reduce Teaching Staff costs. 
 
Target 2e: Teaching Staff Reduction - New College Lanarkshire 
 
Table 6 

Teaching Staff 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 
Staff FTE -15.00 -13.00 -4.00 -15.50 -14.00 -16.00 
Staff Costs -£796k -£682k -£214k -£846k -£779k -£908k 
Cumulative -£796k -£1,478k -£1,692k -£2,537k -£3,316k -£4,224k 

 
Effective Staff severance arrangements are critical to the success of this business plan. Following the 
Academic Year (AY) 2017/18 Voluntary Severance process further financial support for severance will 
be required during the next five-year period. In the situation where staff reduction targets are not 
achieved then further guidance and support will be required from SFC.  
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Table 6.1 – Original Planned Voluntary Severance 
 

Teaching Staff 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 
Staff FTE -15.00 -10.91 -4.00 -15.50 -14.00 -16.00 
Savings -£796k -£568k -£214k -£846k -£779k -£908k 
Natural 
Turnover £0k -£54k - - - - 
Cumulative -£796k -£1,418k -£1,632k -£2,478k -£3,257k -£4,165k 

 
The original Business Plan explicitly stated that following the Academic Year (AY) 2017/18 Voluntary 
Severance process further financial support for severance will be required during the next five year 
period. In the situation where staff reduction targets are not achieved then further guidance and 
support will be required from SFC. 
 
For teaching severance in 2018/19, this was restricted to areas where, due to reduced activity or 
increased efficiency, we considered that staff could be released.  While this was the correct and 
prudent approach, it led to some areas being oversubscribed and very few applicants in others.  The 
outcome of this being that the College did not meet its target of 13 FTE. 
 
From a financial perspective, cumulative savings were reached due to slightly higher than anticipated 
support staff savings, but this demonstrates the limitations of using voluntary severance as a means 
of significant reduction of teaching staff in practice, even where this is justified in terms of realising 
efficiencies and responding to changing activity patterns. 
 
Discussions are currently underway with SFC regarding levels of funding available for further planned 
Voluntary Severance and part of these discussions involve the potential to bring forward voluntary 
severance planned for 2020-21 to realise savings originally planned for both 2019-20 and 2020-21 
under a combined scheme to be launched in 2019-20.  This may be particularly relevant for teaching 
staff where our experience of the 2018-19 scheme highlights the difficulties of matching the need to 
reduce staff with the pattern of applications received, given that the years 2020/21, 2021/22 and 
2022/23 anticipate a higher number of leavers that 2018/19. 
 
The original Business Plan envisaged that any voluntary severance scheme would attract SFC funding.  
Should this not be available, this would affect the College’s financial position over the remaining years 
of the Business Plan and the recently submitted FFR outlines these scenarios in more detail. 
 
3.1.3 Objective 3: Optimise infrastructure utilisation 
 
No additional strategic funding to allow physical re-configuration of the New College Lanarkshire (NCL) 
estate dictates that there will be a limit to the level of efficiency gains possible through reduced 
staffing costs as a result of larger class sizes.  Modest, low cost non-structural configuration to optimise 
the use of teaching space will be pursued but is finite. The review of class utilisation and the 
deployment of ICT and specialist equipment is conducted on an annual and a semester by semester 
basis and is subject to ongoing monitoring.  Where funds permit, this has resulted in classroom 
reconfiguration to permit increased ICT workstations and general capacity of a range of 
accommodation.  This action is necessary to facilitate the achievement of the average class size targets 
outlined earlier and this is one area where cost savings will be facilitated. However, immovable 
physical barriers remain particularly within our Motherwell and Cumbernauld Campuses and limit the 
amount of associated efficiencies possible. Motherwell and Cumbernauld Campuses together 
represent approximately 70% of our total estate. 
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3.1.4 Objective 4: Deliver a high quality relevant curriculum whilst driving improvement 
in student success 
 
The Lanarkshire Colleges refresh their curriculum through an annual cycle of portfolio review, taking 
account of local and national labour market needs and demand in consultation with partners including 
Regional Community Planning Partnerships (CPPs), Skills Development Scotland (SDS) and employer 
groups. The planning for each Academic Year begins almost twelve months before the start of delivery. 
This process has consistently delivered a positive match to available resources with high quality, 
relevant activity being delivered for local communities. The Colleges offer programmes from Access 
level through to Degree level.  Full details, including our ambitious targets for the future development 
of curriculum and student success can be seen in the Lanarkshire Regional Outcome Agreement.  
 
Lanarkshire Outcome Agreement: http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/outcome-agreements-
1920/Lanarkshire_Outcome_Agreement_2019-20.pdf 
 
  

 
3.1.5  Objective 5: Provide financial sustainability  
 
Financial sustainability  
 
Financial sustainability is an integral part of Regional planning and this is evidenced by the continuing 
monitoring, review and alignment of curriculum and budgets post-merger and in particular the recent 
voluntary severance schemes and the removal of c£2.8M of non-staff revenue costs from recent New 
College Lanarkshire (NCL) budgets.  There is now also an increasingly heightened institutional focus 
on delivery and budgeting at NCL. 
 
For NCL to achieve financial sustainability, there are a number of key planning assumptions that 
underpin the financial modelling.  These include: A curriculum and operating review resulting in 
institutional change over a five year period, including delivery models, workforce scale and promoting 
voluntary retraining and redeployment.  Scottish Funding Council (SFC) support will also be required 
to allow NCL to move through the differing phases of the plan principally through full VS support and 
cash-flow support.  
 
NCL’s Projected Income and Expenditure account figures do not include normal year-end adjustments, 
such as changes to pension valuations, FRS102 adjustments, asset revaluations, impairments etc.  The 
figures are, of course, subject to sensitivities and risk, particularly around severance, national 
bargaining, cost of living increases, the implications of BREXIT and future SFC funding.  BREXIT presents 
a number of specific risks.  These include the possible loss or reduction of “Erasmus plus” funding in 
the future.  NCL is the largest provider of “Erasmus plus” student overseas work experiences in 
Scotland and is one of the largest in the whole of the UK.  If there were to be a reduction or loss of 
this funding it may result in the reduction or loss of oversees work experience for learners.  This would 
have an impact on individuals but would also be a threat to learner retention and attainment.  The 
loss of ESF match funding may result in a reduction in the volume of funded places nationally and this 
has implications for delivery and staffing levels which is factored into the Business Plan. 
 
  

http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/outcome-agreements-1920/Lanarkshire_Outcome_Agreement_2019-20.pdf
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/outcome-agreements-1920/Lanarkshire_Outcome_Agreement_2019-20.pdf
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Outcome 5a:  
 
Increasing Income  

 
All SFC Grant income presented in this plan is based on projections and parameters provided by the 
SFC. 
 
NCL is committed to increasing income through non- Scottish Funding Council (SFC) income streams 
including the prioritisation of income generation through access to and use of college assets; 
commercially viable education, skills and training delivery; expanding the external funding and 
international portfolio; expanding SDS, industry sector and partner funding of Foundation, Modern 
and Graduate Apprenticeships; and creating opportunities to access the Flexible Workforce 
Development Fund (FWDF).  However margins are generally low in these areas and it has been 
historically difficult to achieve sustained growth in non-SFC income. The figures within the Income and 
Expenditure account presented in this plan include projections based on these commitments.  Any 
failure to deliver to income targets will require mitigating action to offset any change in bottom line 
by seeking to reduce non-staff costs. 
 
 
Outcome 5b:  
 
Controlling and driving down costs  
 
There is also an institutional focus on financial budgeting, monitoring and control with an emphasis 
on priority-based budgeting.  This approach includes: the budget process timetable being brought 
forward to more fully consider and justify proposed budgets; heightened scrutiny of college level 
budgeting through the SMT following on from the initial Budget Monitoring Group; strengthening of 
in-depth monthly review of Management Accounts by Senior Finance Staff; enhanced analysis, review 
and scrutiny of Management Accounts by all responsible staff; intensification of budget monitoring 
and support for budget holders through our Finance Department’s Senior Accountants; providing 
additional training for budget holders to cover the whole budgetary control process as well as systems 
technology. These actions are particularly important in the drive to minimise non-staff costs.  Both 
colleges in the Region are committed to focussing on the control and minimisation of all non-staff 
costs.   
 
Target 5b: Achieve real term reduction in non-Staff costs 
 
Maintain non-Staff costs year on year increases at an average of 1.5% per annum.  This is a challenging 
real terms reduction when considering future economic uncertainty and a current inflationary target 
set by the Bank of England at 2.0%. 
 
 
3.1.6   Objective 6: Optimise savings through Regional efficiencies  
 
Each college in the Lanarkshire Region employs its own Staff, owns its assets and is responsible for its 
governance.  Both colleges aim to operate efficiently and effectively.   Where practicable they will 
explore mutual opportunities to share best practice, optimise efficiency savings and work towards 
achieving an equitable Credit value. The colleges will continue to explore the use of shared resources 
and services, build on the success of models in place which include the use of Advanced Procurement 
for Universities and Colleges (APUC) for procurement and provision of Data Protection Officer 
functions.  The colleges will also consider sector wide shared service opportunities via the Business 
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Improvement Shared Services (BISS) framework.  New College Lanarkshire (NCL) and South 
Lanarkshire College (SLC) will continue to co-operate, where practicable, over initiatives that deliver 
further efficiencies through sharing good practice and identifying opportunities, as they arise, to 
deliver future efficiency gains through the delivery of services.  These initiatives could include sharing 
information on staff vacancies. 
 
Each college in the Lanarkshire Region employs its own Staff, owns its own assets and is responsible 
for its own governance.  Both colleges aim to operate efficiently and effectively.   Where practicable 
they will explore mutual opportunities to share best practice, optimise efficiency savings and work 
towards achieving an equitable Credit value. The colleges will continue to explore the use of shared 
resources and services, build on the success of models in place which include the use of Advanced 
Procurement for Universities and Colleges (APUC) for procurement and provision of Data Protection 
Officer functions.  The colleges will also consider sector wide shared service opportunities via the 
Business Improvement Shared Services (BISS) framework.  New College Lanarkshire (NCL) and South 
Lanarkshire College (SLC) will continue to co-operate, where practicable, over initiatives that deliver 
further efficiencies through sharing good practice and identifying opportunities, as they arise, to 
deliver future efficiency gains through the delivery of services.  These initiatives could include sharing 
information on staff vacancies. 
 
Outcome 6:  
 
Regional efficiencies result in efficiency savings for both colleges. 
 
Target 6: Achieve Regional efficiencies 
 
Regional efficiencies are principally related to joint procurement exercises, the benefits of which are 
already included in the Income & Expenditure account. Estimates are based on existing contracts and 
future tender exercises. Given the high rate of tendered services and compliance to date it is expected 
that further savings of significance. 
 
Table 7 

  
2018-19 

 
2019-20 

 
2020-21 

 
2021-22 

 
2022-23 2023-24 

Procurement c205k c210k c215k c220k c225k c230k 
Shared services c20k c21k c21k c22k c22k c23k 
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3.2 Business Plan Operational Sensitivity Analysis 

 

 
 
From the data above it can be seen that within a +/- 20% deviation from staff severance targets in any one year, it would be possible to offset against variances 
year on year across the full five year period. Particularly in the earlier years of the plan.   An overall +/- 20% deviation from staff severance targets over the 
full five year period would be much more challenging and would require early intervention to mitigate in-year financial gaps which could be as high as +/- 
c835k by year five.  For reference, a 1% movement in non-SFC income would represent c£148k per annum with a movement in non-staff costs (other operating 
expenses) representing a c£156k per annum.   Therefore to offset a +/- c835k variance may require a movement in ether non-SFC income or non-staff costs 
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of c5%.   Such a movement in ether non-SFC income or non-Staff costs would be very challenging. The variance caused by changing operating models from 
24 credits for 23 hrs student contact to 23 credits for 23 hrs student contact would cost c£4.5M over the five year period which may represent a need for 
further staff reductions of up to c16 staff Full Time Equivalents (FTEs)
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From the data above it can be seen that within +/- 20% deviation from efficiency and performance 
targets there is a possibility that under achievement may be offset across other efficiency and 
performance targets over the five-year period.  Similarly, there is the possibility that under 
achievement of targets year on year may be offset against later higher level achievement in the 
following years.  It should be noted however that efficiency and performance variables are often 
affected by similar environmental pressures i.e. one pressure can affect all parameters 
simultaneously.  Therefore any mitigation through offsetting will be challenging.  
 

3.3 Project Streams 
 
The Business Plan has been managed, delivered and monitored through a framework of Project 
Streams and Projects.  Each Project Stream was sponsored by a Member of the Lanarkshire Board, 
who is the Chair of a Subcommittee listed below, and led by a New College Lanarkshire (NCL) Senior 
Manager.    Each individual project is managed by members of the NCL Senior Management Team 
(SMT) with each Project Manager reporting fortnightly to their Project Stream Leads. Progress of the 
Project Streams is reported every quarter, in line with Lanarkshire Board and Sub-committee 
schedules of business.   
 
Through the established framework of subcommittee reporting to the Lanarkshire Board, the Board 
has maintained a comprehensive oversight of progress and review of the whole business plan.   
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Project Stream sponsoring Subcommittees of the Lanarkshire Board: 
• Curriculum, Student Affairs and Outcomes (CSAO) Subcommittee of the Lanarkshire Board. 
• Resources and General Purposes (RGP) Subcommittee of the Lanarkshire Board. 
• Finance Subcommittee of the Lanarkshire Board. 

 
Project Stream Leads and Project Managers: 
 

• Vice Principal (VP) 
• Assistant Principal (AP) 

 
No Title Project Stream Lead Project Stream 

Sponsor (BoM) 
1 Productivity VP: Curriculum, Planning & Performance CSAO 
2 Workforce deployment VP: Curriculum, Planning & Performance RGP 
3 Infrastructure VP: Resources RGP 
4 Curriculum VP: Curriculum, Planning & Performance CSAO 
5 Financial sustainability VP: Resources Finance 
6 Regional efficiency VP: Resources Finance 

 

3.4 Projects 
 

No Title Project Manager 
1.1 Recruitment and enrolment AP: Planning & Informatics 
1.2 Class size optimisation AP: Planning & Informatics 
1.3 Non SFC income AP: Business, Enterprise & Skills 

   
2.1 Support Staff severance  AP: Organisational Development 
2.2 Teaching Staff severance  AP: Organisational Development 

   
3.1 ICT optimisation for delivery of learning and teaching AP: Planning & Informatics 

   
4.1 Curriculum planning to reflect efficient delivery AP: Quality & Student Experience  
4.2 Student retention and outcomes AP: Learning & Teaching 

   
5.1 Financial analysis and planning VP: Resources 
   
6.1 Shared Services VP: Resources  
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4 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS  
 
 
The original target was to achieve by July 2018 a positive recurrent closing cash balance , factoring in  
a Scottish Funding Council (SFC) cash advance payment of c£1.3M in July 2018 (advance repaid in 
August 2018) and a SFC transformation grant of c£2.6M in March 2019. The College has to date 
(January 2020) returned favourable cash balances to remain on target.  
 
The original target was by July 2020 and through to July 2023 the Underlying Operating Position (UOP) 
would be in a recurrent positive position. This remains the goal and the College looks to build upon 
the positive UOP of 2017/18 and 2018/19 up to 2023/24. 
 
 

4.1 Income and Expenditure (I&E) - New College Lanarkshire 
 
I&E key assumptions: 
 

• SFC Credit values – Baseline as provided in Outcome agreement funding for colleges – final allocations 
for 2019-20, 17 May 2019, SFC/AN/10/2019 and five year projections provided in Financial forecast return 
(FFR) for further education colleges 2018-19 to 2023-24 and information on financial planning assumptions, 21 June 
2019, SFC/CI/04/2019.  
 

• “There are no plans to revise activity targets for any region prior to 2022-23 when there will 
be a 2.9% reduction at sector level in activity – this is based on the assumption that the 
Developing Scotland’s Workforce (DSW) European Social Fund (ESF) programme will end in 
2021-22”. - SFC 

 
• National Bargaining Harmonisation / Job Evaluation costs as per SFC guidance. 

 
• Cost of living increases as per Financial Forecast Return (FFR) guidance. Financial forecast return 

(FFR) for further education colleges 2018-19 to 2023-24 and information on financial planning assumptions, 21 June 
2019, SFC/CI/04/2019.  “Colleges should also factor in cost of living pay award increases for 
Lecturing Staff and for Support Staff. For support staff, forecasts should reflect the agreed pay 
award up to August 2020 and provide for increases arising from the current job evaluation 
exercise. For lecturing staff, forecasts should be based on the recently ratified pay, and terms 
and conditions agreement. For all staff, institutions should apply the Public Sector Pay Policy 
for each of the remaining years in the forecast period. Scottish Government continues to 
expect institutions to deliver efficiency savings of at least 3% per annum which should be 
taken into consideration in meeting the cost of living pay awards. Incremental increases 
should also be reflected throughout the period, where appropriate.” The 3% efficiency is also 
expected to cover any inflationary pressures. 

 
• Assumption of no increase in social security costs.  

 
• Pension Cost forecasts reflect the known increase in STSS employer contribution rates from 

17.2% to 23% on 1st September 2019 until 31 March 2023. This increase is funded to 31st 
March 2020 and this funding is assumed to continue (though not yet agreed by Government) 
throughout the length of the Business Plan as per SFC Guidance.  
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• Other Income Assumptions - 1.5% increase from 2019/20 adjusted for the Credit reduction in 
2022/23. Any failure to deliver to plan will require a controlling mitigating action of balance 
through reducing non-staff costs. 

 
 

• The model assumes an increase in subsidiary UOP profitability from £51k deficit to c£243k in 
2019/20 onwards reflecting the Government initiative in Childcare provision. 

 
• Within the timeline of this plan work is continuing on a new funding model for the sector. The 

SFC plans to return to formula funding by 2022-23. 
 

•  SFC in year redistribution of NB Harmonisation funding resulted in an ongoing reduction in 
NB funding of (£496,285) from figures published in SFC/AN/09/2018: Announcement of final college outcome 
agreement funding allocations for academic year 2018-19.  
 

• Assumption that SFC will revise NCL’s A&I Premium funding to bring it in line with sector average levels.. 
 

• In year confirmation of local council policy regarding School – College Partnership arrangements has 
resulted in revised projections for tuition fees & education contracts income.  Increases projected of 
c£200k. 

 
 
I&E - New College Lanarkshire: 
 

        

Statement of Comprehensive 
income and expenditure 
(Consolidated)   

Actual 
2017-18   Actual 

2018-19 
Forecast 
2019-20 

Forecast 
2020-21 

Forecast 
2021-22 

Forecast 
2022-23 

Forecast 
2023-24 

    £000   £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

INCOME                   
Tuition fees and education 
contracts   6,784   6,604 6,603 6,701 6,802 6,903 7,007 

Funding council/RSB grants   38,467   42,091 40,102 40,797 40,895 40,151 39,541 

Research grants and contracts   0   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Revenue grants from Arms Length 
Foundation   335  42 40 40 40 40 40 

Capital grants from Arms Length 
Foundation   0  0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other non-government capital 
grants   0   0 0 0 0 0 0 

Deferred capital grant release 
(SFC/RSB and non-SFC 
Government) 

  2,231   2,038 1,949 1,949 1,949 1,949 1,949 

Other income   6,536   7,828 10,054 10,193 10,304 10,416 10,530 

Investment income   2   7 4 4 4 4 4 
Total income before donations 
and endowments    54,355   58,610 58,752 59,684 59,994 59,463 59,071 

Donations and endowments   0   0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total income   54,355   58,610 58,752 59,684 59,994 59,463 59,071 

                    

EXPENDITURE                   
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Staff costs   39,660  41,139 41,722 41,591 41,857 41,232 41,285 
Staff costs - exceptional 
restructuring costs   936   696 160 787 816 679 0 

Exceptional costs - non-staff   323   0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other operating expenses   12,320   14,287 14,921 15,145 15,372 15,603 15,837 
Donation to Arms Length 
Foundation   0  0 0 0 0 0 0 

Depreciation   3,152   3,206 3,058 3,058 3,058 3,058 3,058 

Interest and other finance costs   401   137 0 0 0 0 0 

Total expenditure   56,792   59,465 59,861 60,581 61,103 60,572 60,180 

Surplus/(deficit) before other 
gains and losses and share of 
operating surplus/deficit of joint 
ventures and associates 

  (2,437)   (855) (1,109) (897) (1,109) (1,109) (1,109) 

Gain/(loss) on disposal of fixed 
assets   0  0 0 0 0 0 0 

Gain/(loss) on investments   0   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Share of operating 
surplus/(deficit) in joint 
venture(s) 

  0   0 0 0 0 0 0 

Share of operating 
surplus/(deficit) in associate(s)   0   0 0 0 0 0 0 

Surplus/(deficit) before tax   (2,437)   (855) (1,109) (897) (1,109) (1,109) (1,109) 

                    

Other taxation   0   0 0 0 0 0 0 

                    

Surplus/(deficit) for the year   (2,437)   (855) (1,109) (897) (1,109) (1,109) (1,109) 
Unrealised surplus on revaluation 
of land and buildings   8,638   0 0 0 0 0 0 

Actuarial (loss)/gain in respect of 
pension schemes   12,563   (6,149) 0 0 0 0 0 

Other comprehensive income    0   0 0 0 0 0 0 

                    
Total comprehensive income for 
the year 

 18,764 
   (7,004) (1,109) (897) (1,109) (1,109) (1,109) 
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4.2 Underlying Operating Position (UOP) - New College Lanarkshire 

 
 

ADJUSTED OPERATING RESULT 

Actual 
2017-18 

 Actual 
2018-19 

Forecast 
2019-20 

Forecast 
2020-21 

Forecast 
2021-22 

Forecast 
2022-23 

Forecast 
2023-24 

         £000         £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

          

    
      

Surplus/(deficit) before 
other gains and losses and 
share of operating 
surplus/deficit of joint 
ventures and associates 

 (2,437)  (855) (1,109) (897) (1,109) (1,109) (1,109) 

          

Add:          

Total depreciation (Government-funded, 
privately funded and NPD-funded assets) net of 
deferred capital grant release (incorporated 
colleges only) 

 921  1,168 1,109 1,109 1,109 1,109 1,109 

Exceptional non-restructuring items (e.g. 
impairment costs) 

 323  0 0 0 0 0 0 

Donation to Arms-Length Foundation 
(incorporated colleges only) 

 0   0 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-cash pension adjustment - net service cost  1,509  2435 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-cash pension adjustment - ERP  (186)  45 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-cash pension adjustment -net interest costs  401  131 0 0 0 0 0 

Deduct:  
        

Non-Government capital grants (e.g. ALF capital 
grant) 

 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 

 Exceptional income (if disclosed as exceptional in 
accounts) 

 0  2,600 0 0 0 0 0 

CBP allocated to loan repayments and other 
capital items (incorporated colleges only) 

 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 

NPD payments to reduce NPD balance sheet debt 
 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 

          

Adjusted operating result 531 
 

324 0 212 0 0 0 
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4.3 Cash Analysis - New College Lanarkshire 
 

Cashflow        

  
Actual 
2017-18 

Actual 
2018-19 

Forecast 
2019-20 

Forecast 
2020-21 

Forecast 
2021-22 

Forecast 
2022-23 

Forecast 
2023-24 

 
 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 £0 

Cash flow from operating 
activities 

       

a) 
Surplus / 
(deficit) for the 
year  

-2437 -855 -1109 -896.815 -1108.987 -1108.567 -1108.606 

Adjustment for non-cash 
items        
a) Depreciation 3,152 3,206 3,058 3,058 3,058 3,058 3,058 

b) Amortisation of 
intangibles 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c) Benefit on 
acquisition 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

d) Amortisation of 
goodwill 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

e) Loss / (gain) on 
investments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

f) 
Decrease / 
(increase) in 
stock 

8 1 0 0 0 0 0 

g) 
Decrease / 
(increase) in 
debtors 

483 -220 1,000 171 0 401 385 

h) 
Increase / 
(decrease) in 
creditors 

-1,560 3,819 -5,720 -2,120 -1,949 -2,350 -2,334 

i) 

Increase / 
(decrease) in 
pension 
provision 

-263 3,254 0 0 0 0 0 

j) 

Increase / 
(decrease in 
other 
provisions 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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k) 
Receipt of 
donated 
equipment 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

l) 

Share of 
operating 
surplus / 
(deficit) in joint 
venture 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

m) 

Share of 
operating 
surplus / 
(deficit) in 
associate 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

n) Other 724 -2,823 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Total 
adjustment for 
non-cash items 

2,544 7,236 -1,662 1,109 1,109 1,109 1,109 

Adjustment for investing or 
financing activities        
a) Investment 

income -2 -6 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 

b) Interest 
payable 407 26 0 0 0 0 0 

c) Endowment 
income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

d) 
Loss / (gain) on 
the sale of 
assets 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

e) Capital grant 
income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Total 
adjustment for 
investing or 
financing 
activities 

405 20 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 

Net cash inflow from 
operating activities 512 6,402 -2,775 208 -4 -4 -4 

Cash flow from investing 
activities        

a) 
Proceeds from 
sales of fixed 
assets 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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b) 

Proceeds from 
sales of 
intangible 
assets 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c) Capital grants 
receipts 248 4,516 938 943 943 943 943 

d) 
Disposal of non-
current asset 
investments 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

e) Withdrawal of 
deposits 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

f) Investment 
income 2 6 4 4 4 4 4 

g) 
Payments made 
to acquire fixed 
assets 

-227 -4,635 -2,213 -943 -943 -943 -943 

h) 

Payments made 
to acquire 
intangible 
assets 

0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 

i) 
New non-
current asset 
investments 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

j) New deposits 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total cash flows from 
investing activities 23 -114 -1,271 4 4 4 4 

Cash flows from financing 
activities 

       
a) Interest paid -407 -6 0 0 0 0 0 

b) 

Interest 
element of 
finance lease 
and service 
concession 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

c) Endowment 
cash received 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

d) New secured 
loans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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e) New unsecured 
loans 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

f) 
Repayments of 
amounts 
borrowed 

-968 -968 -646 0 0 0 0 

g) 

Capital element 
of finance lease 
and service 
concession 
payments 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total cash flows from 
financing activities -1,375 -974 -646 0 0 0 0 

(Decrease) / increase in cash 
and cash equivalents in the 
year 

-840 5,314 -4,692 212 0 0 0 

Cash and cash equivalents at 
beginning of the year 1,848 1,008 6,602 1,910 2,122 2,122 2,122 

Cash and cash equivalents at 
the end of the year 1,008 6,602 1,910 2,122 2,122 2,122 2,122 

 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4 Staff Severance Analysis - New College Lanarkshire 
 
As indicated, the College intends six planned Severance Schemes subdivided into nine releases 
commencing December 2017 and ending June 2022. To date, phase two Voluntary Severance schemes 
are complete, which were opened to staff in December 2017 (2017/18) and January 2019 (2018/19).  
The launch 2019/20 scheme was delayed from October 2018 as a result of discussions on funding and 
in consultation with the trade unions. 
 
It is assumed that in each wave there will be a gap between scheme closures and release of staff as 
there will still be staffing obligations relating to their respective roles and for the completion of 
administrative tasks associated with the release of staff. The vast majority of leavers will be in the 
months of January and June.  These are the end of New College Lanarkshire’s (NCL’s) current teaching 
semesters which in general dictate when a service or programme can be adjusted or altered to 
accommodate the removal of staff whilst minimising the impact felt by the learner or customer.  
 
It is intended that staff will be released at the earliest possible opportunity in order for the earliest 
realisation of savings.  The schemes for 2019/20 and 2020/21 have been planned for launch fairly 
closely to balance the needs of the Business Plan with the curriculum planning and timetabling 
arrangements to prevent any detriment to the service or risk to the College’s agreed delivery targets, 
while planning for staff to leave at appropriate exit points/ 
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Original Funding Timescales: 

 
 
Original Plan for Departure of Leavers: 

 
 
Please note that both of the above will require to be adjusted depending on the outcome of 
discussions related to the availability of future VS funding and the potential to combine 2019/20 and 
2020/21 planned severance (referred to as releases 4 and 5/6 in the above table to take account of 
current semester pattern. 
 

4.5 Staff Cost Saving Analysis - New College Lanarkshire  

 
 
Staff cost savings earned in each year: 
Total annual Staff Cost savings shown in full in the year they leave.  
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Staff cost savings received in each year: 
Total annual Staff Cost savings shown as the savings will actually be seen in the I&E account. This is 
caused by staff leaving mid-year, therefore the full associated saving will not be seen in the year they 
leave but will be seen in the next and following years. 
 
 
Staff cost savings earned in each year: 
Total annual Staff Cost savings shown in full in the year they leave.  
 

 
 
 

4.6 Financial Risks/Sensitivities - New College Lanarkshire  
 
There are a number of financial risks and sensitivities which are critical to the achievement of financial 
sustainability.  These include: 
 
1. The key assumption in the agreed Business Plan centres on the premise that any and all 

Voluntary Severance (VS) is fully funded by the SFC. SFC Cash-flow support is also inherent in 
this Business Plan. This is in itself a risk despite Business Plan acceptance, given that the SFC 
have stated their own budgetary restrictions. Voluntary Severance Levels are as per the initial 
Business Plan with an acceleration of the 2020/21 programme into the latter months of 
2019/20, and a requirement for an accelerated programme of a few months in 2021/22 to meet 
a budgetary gap of c£350k and a further VS programme in 2023/24 to meet a budgetary gap of 
c£760k being the “new” year in the FFR beyond the original Business Plan. The further risk in 
Voluntary Severance is aligning severance programmes with curriculum and service needs with 
every subsequent year beyond the FFR requiring VS to meet any Cost of Living increase 
(assumed c£900k per annum at current Public Sector Pay Policy) if central funding is not 
allocated. This is business critical. The Business Plan maintains that “if severance schemes do 
not achieve required targets SFC will provide further guidance and support.” The Cost of Living 
increase in staffing costs has been set at Public Sector Pay Policy levels (averaging out at c2.25%) 
with the STSS (pension) increase funded centrally by the SFC. The Cost of Living increase has to 
be funded by the College itself as part of the Scottish Government efficiency targets set. This is 
primarily achieved by the continuous need for Voluntary Severance to fund any salary increase. 
It will arrive at the situation where further efficiencies cannot be achieved through either 
increased class sizes or improved early retention and any further Severance programme would 
mean that the curriculum could not be delivered or supported. 
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2. SFC Activity and Funding levels are as per the FFR Guidance and extrapolated based upon the 
Regional Outcome Allocation – flat cash/activity from 2019/20 and then a 3.1% reduction in 
activity and a 1.9% decrease in funding from 2022/23 after ESF ends within the FFR. There is no 
assumption of any ESF credit replacement activity or that any new Funding Model (return to 
Formula Funding) planned for 2022/23 will provide financial benefits to the College, even 
though it has been recognised that the College suffers from the disparity of the current model 
(in relation to National Bargaining harmonisation funding). The SFC operates on a one-year 
Financial Year funding allocation from Central Government (up to 31st March 2020) therefore it 
too has made a series of “indicative assumptions” for Colleges to follow. Multi-year funding 
information from the Government would better inform future decision making all round. 

 
3. The model assumes that any changes to the workforce scale and curriculum is achievable and 

fully supported by the SFC and the Scottish Government. 
 

4. SFC Grants related to Capital/Maintenance and VHPM are assumed to increase at 1.5%. This 
has a corresponding entry in Other Expenses where any change in the SFC grant in these areas 
will mean a direct and opposite change in the Other Expenses line. The Job Evaluation award is 
assumed to be embedded within the Grant in Aid with no corresponding uplift for Cost of Living. 
Tuition Fees & Education Contracts and Other Income is assumed to grow at 1.5% in line with 
Other Operating Expenses and is below the current 1.7% inflation rate. There is a risk in this 
area particularly given the environment of austerity, increased competition and post-BREXIT. 
Decreases in these areas will be reflected in a decrease in Other Operating Expenses. Erasmus 
plus is contained within Other Income and this is assumed to continue in some format. In the 
main this is matched with corresponding expenditure with very little margin on the Erasmus 
plus programme, its benefits mainly in the teaching and learning experience. 

 
 

5. Other Operating Expenses is expected to grow at 1.5%, which is below the current 1.7% rate of 
Inflation. In the absence of any further SFC funding, the College would seek to flatten 
expenditure in this area through further procurement efficiencies or reductions in spend. 
However the former route is almost fully exhausted and the latter will impact upon both the 
learning and physical environments. It does as stated above give some sort of “buffer” against 
any drop in Income. 

 
6. The model assumes that the current treatment (revised) of ‘Net Depreciation’ Cash Budget for 

Priorities (CBP) will continue.  On the premise that the SFC will meet the necessary student 
support funding and that the College has no exposure to debt*, the ‘Net Depreciation’ CBP 
would be used to meet staffing and estates pressures primarily.  The Income and Expenditure 
and Cash Flow positions reflect the CBP position and the agreed adjustments for non-cash 
items. 

 
* The Coatbridge College loan is fully met by the Scottish Funding Council under a pre-merger 
agreement and Lennartz is fully paid off. 
 

7. The model assumes an increase in subsidiary UOP profitability from £51k deficit to c£243k in 
2019/20 onwards reflecting the Government initiative in Childcare provision. 
 

8. The model assumes zero impact on the I&E and the cash flow for any capital spend including 
the allocation of Very High Priority Backlog Maintenance Funding in 2018/19. Effectively the 
Deferred Capital Grant Release will be matched by depreciation over the length of the useful 
life of the asset having zero net effect on both the I&E and the Underlying Operating Position.  
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Land & Buildings Valuations and Pensions Valuations have been assumed neutral for the 
purposes of this plan, having no impact on the UOP. 

 
Overall, New College Lanarkshire (NCL) has an extremely difficult path to travel to achieve financial 
sustainability.  Actions taken by the Region around curriculum, workforce development and the estate 
have to be fully supported in concept and funding by the Scottish Funding Council and the Scottish 
Government.  This is critical to producing a financial and learning environment that will enhance the 
learning experience and improve student retention and achievement.  The constant Scottish 
Government drive for efficiencies will become unsustainable for Colleges to achieve and funding will 
have to be further allocated both on a more equitable basis to individual Colleges post – National 
Bargaining harmonisation as per the stated return to a Formula Funding model, and increased central 
funding to the sector in order to meet Scottish Government directives on activity, and to meet any 
Cost of Living increases. 
 
 
Wylie and Bisset LLP were been engaged by NCL to undertake a review of the original Business Plan 
which covers the period from 1st August 2018 to 31st July 2023. Wylie and Bisset LLB were asked to 
provide an independent opinion on the reasonableness of the plan and the assumptions applied 
therein.   
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4.7 Financial Sensitivity Analysis - New College Lanarkshire 

 
 
PROPOSED STANDARD ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS 
      
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 1 YR1 £'000 YR2 £'000 YR3 £'000 YR4 £'000 YR5 £'000 
Further 1% reduction in SFC funding (£'000) -357 -357 -350 -350 -350 

Equivalent reduction in staff based on average staff costs (FTE) -8 -8 -7 -7 -7 
      
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 2 YR1 £'000 YR2 £'000 YR3 £'000 YR4 £'000 YR5 £'000 
Loss of SFC Funding currently forecast to replace ESF Funding (£'000)           

Equivalent reduction in staff based on average staff costs (FTE)           
 
Note: this table will only apply to Colleges in receipt of SFC ESF Funding 
      
NCL - Not applicable as this reduction is already taken account in the College Business Plan 
 
     
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 3 YR1 £'000 YR2 £'000 YR3 £'000 YR4 £'000 YR5 £'000 
Further 1% increase in Public Sector pay policy (£'000) -417 -416 -419 -412 -413 
Equivalent reduction in staff based on average staff costs (FTE) -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 
      
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 4 YR1 £'000 YR2 £'000 YR3 £'000 YR4 £'000 YR5 £'000 
Funding for additional STSS Pension costs reduced to 50% (£'000) -435 -441 -448 -454 -461 
Equivalent reduction in staff based on average staff costs (FTE) -9 -9 -9 -9 -10 
      
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 5 YR1 £'000 YR2 £'000 YR3 £'000 YR4 £'000 YR5 £'000 
Funding for additional STSS Employers Pension costs reduced to 0% (£'000) -869 -882 -895 -909 -922 
Equivalent reduction in staff based on average staff costs (FTE) -19 -19 -19 -19 -19 
      
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 6 YR1 £'000 YR2 £'000 YR3 £'000 YR4 £'000 YR5 £'000 
1% increase in LGPS Employers Pension costs (£'000) -95 -96 -96 -95 -96 
Equivalent reduction in staff based on average staff costs (FTE) -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 
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SFC REQUESTED THAT COLLEGE PREPARE SCENARIO BASED UPON ZERO SFC FUNDING TO SUPPORT SEVERANCE.  
        
ALTERNATIVE SCENARIO 7 YR1 £'000 YR2 £'000 YR3 £'000 YR4 £'000 YR5 £'000 
Underlying Operating Position (UOP) with full SFC Support for Severance 0 212 0 0 0 

Underlying Operating Position with zero SFC Support. College offers Statutory Severance -63 -127 -370 -268 -335 

Cumulatative UOP with zero SFC Support. College offers Statutory Severance -63 -190 -560 -828 -1,163 

            

Cash Position with full SFC Support for Severance 1,910 2,122 2,122 2,122 2,122 

Cash Position with zero SFC Support. College offers Statutory Severance 1,847 1,720 1,350 1,082 747 

      
*** Year 5 in Original FFR has zero VS/SFC Support as beyond agreed period of Plan.       
States that c£760k budgetary gap exists and SFC to provide further guidance & support.      

 
 
5 BUSINESS PLAN RISK MANAGEMENT  
 
This register documents strategic risk across the business plan. It will be managed by a risk management group under the direction of VP Curriculum, Planning 
& Performance. The process will adopt best practices in identification, evaluation and cost-effective control of risks. 
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Business Plan Risk Register 
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6 BUSINESS PLAN IMPACT ANALYSIS SUMMARY  
 
The impact of any action will initially be identified as belonging to one of the eight Impact Assessment Categories outlined below.  This is intended to help 
assessors focus on the issues and apply a consistent approach. 
 

Impact Assessment Category 

Political e.g. SG / SFC Objectives, targets, policy…….. 

Economic e.g. Negative pressure on income & expenditure, demands on capital ….. 

Socio-cultural e.g. Industry sectors, local community, student groups, staff, stakeholders……… 

Technological e.g. ICT infrastructure, ICT for Learning & Teaching…….. 

Environmental (ecological) e.g. Carbon footprint, pollution, energy consumption, waste…….. 

Legal e.g. Health and Safety, data protection, discrimination, employment…….. 

Ethical e.g. Maintenance of standards, access, inclusion………. 

Demographic e.g. Age groups, SMID 10/20, gender, families………. 
 

Significant negative impact 

Negative Impact 

Positive impact to low negative impact 
 

Project Stream Category / 
Impact (RAG) 

Description Current state Future state Gap / associated issues 

1 Productivity (Funding Credits) 
  Socio-cultural Teaching Staff reduction 

as a direct result of 
reduced Credit delivery. 

c459.00 FTE Teaching 
Staff requirement. 
(16/17 Annual Staff 
Return)  

c441.00 FTE Teaching 
Staff requirement. 

C18.00 FTE Teaching Staff reduced.   
Deterioration in industrial relations / morale. 

  Economic Reduced SFC Funding 
directly proportional to 
reduction in SFC Credit 
delivery. 

138,849 Credits. 
(c£39,117k) 

132,362 Credits. 
(c£37,289k) 

6,487 Credits (c£1,828k). 
This is a manageable reduction over five years. 
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Project Stream Category / 
Impact (RAG) 

Description Current state Future state Gap / associated issues 

1 Productivity (Funding Credits) ….Continued  
  

 
 
 

Demographic Reduced student places. 
 

c9,257 FTE students.  C8,825 FTE students. c432 FTE student place reduction. 
The change in demographic and demand profile is 
changing.  The student places across the region 
will be maintained in line with the Scottish 
Funding Council’s (SFC’s) five year projections 
with distribution between the Regional and 
Assigned colleges adjusting accordingly. 
 

2 Workforce deployment 
  Socio-cultural Increase in Staff 

deployment efficiency 
resulting in Staff cost 
savings by reducing Staff. 
 
Teaching Staff primarily 
via improved student 
retention and an increase 
in average class size. 
 
Support Staff primarily 
through process and 
systems based 
efficiencies. 

Teaching Staff c459.00 
FTE.  
 
Support Staff c383 FTE.  
 
All Staff c842.00 FTE.   
 
 
As per AY 2016/17 
annual staffing return. 

Teaching Staff c381.50 
FTE  
 
Support Staff 
c347.50FTE  
 
All Staff c729.00 FTE  

The five year period 2018-2023 will see a c44.50 
FTE Teaching Staff reduction in addition to the 
c18.00 FTE identified as a result of Credit 
reduction resulting in c62.50 Teaching Staff in 
total over the five year period. Phase 1 VS has 
resulted in Teaching Staff reduction of c15.00 FTE. 
(This equates to c77.50 Teaching Staff from 
2016/17 – 2022/23).    
 
The five year period 2018-2023 will see a c21.50 
FTE Support Staff reduction. Phase 1 VS has 
resulted in Support / Management Staff reduction 
of c14.00 FTE.  (This equates to c35.50 Support 
Staff from 2016/17 – 2022/23).    
 
Significant deterioration in industrial relations; 
deterioration in staff morale; workload pressure 
points may emerge; increase in management 
workload. 
 
A need for review of risk assessment relating to 
the health and wellbeing of remaining staff. 
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Project Stream Category / 
Impact (RAG) 

Description Current state Future state Gap / associated issues 

2 Workforce deployment ….Continued 
  Ethical Increase in staff 

deployment efficiency 
resulting in large class 
sizes. 

Average class size c14 
 

Average class size c16 
 

Teaching Staff will see their class sizes increase 
moderately, mainly in classes which are currently 
of lower volume.    Class groups of >25 have been 
shown to be bad pedagogic practice resulting in 
reduced student satisfaction; poorer student 
outcomes; and time pressured staff.  However, 
those subjects already delivering to larger class 
sizes will be closely monitored and should not see 
significant impact. 

  Political Increase in staff 
deployment efficiency 
resulting in large class 
sizes. 

Average class size c14 
 

Average class size c16 
 

Teaching Staff will see their class sizes increase 
moderately. This will require effective 
management to avoid reduction of our ability to 
deliver on SG objectives, volumes and positive 
outcomes for MD10, ASN, STEM; gender……etc. 

3 Infrastructure 
  Socio-cultural 

 
Optimise high capacity 
teaching and learning 
spaces. 

c295 L&T spaces in 
total. 46 spaces (16%) 
are large capacity 
teaching and learning 
spaces (spaces which 
can accommodate up 
to 30 at a push and 25 
comfortably). 
 

c295 L&T spaces in 
total. 46 spaces (16%) 
are large capacity 
teaching and learning 
spaces.  Low cost / 
impact changes will 
facilitate increased 
student 
accommodation in 
existing medium sized 
spaces. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teaching Staff will see their class sizes increase 
moderately, mainly in classes which are currently 
of lower volume.  Some modifications may take 
place to optimise space utilisation.  Some 
accessible areas may be reduced.   
 
Student perceptions of access to space may be 
negative or contact with lecturers may be 
reduced.  
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Project Stream Category / 
Impact (RAG) 

Description Current state Future state Gap / associated issues 

4 Curriculum 
  Socio-cultural 

Ethical 
Political 
 
 

Curriculum delivery plan 
choices will be influenced 
by the drive for 
efficiency. A range of 
curriculum areas may 
become vulnerable as a 
result of their high 
overhead / support costs 
or practical viability of 
class sizes or both. 

A wide range of high 
impact specialist 
provision: 
- Additional Support 
Needs  
- Engineering 
- Construction 
- Computer Sciences 
- Hospitality – 
Professional Cookery 
- Higher, Nat 5 
Qualifications (often a 
second chance for 
adult returners) 
All are employer / 
industry needs focused 
 

Reduction in high 
impact specialist 
provision as a result of 
them becoming 
unaffordable within 
the demands of 
improved efficiency: 
- ASN 
- Engineering 
- Construction 
- Computer Sciences 
- Hospitality – 
Professional Cookery 
- Higher, Nat 5 
Qualifications (often a 
second chance for 
adult returners) 
All are employer / 
industry needs focused 

Curriculum decisions become influenced more by 
efficiency and not by student and stakeholder 
need (including SG).   
Students may have more restricted options. 
Students may be less well placed to take 
advantage of the job market. 
Employers may not receive the volume and level 
of trained candidates. 
The most vulnerable / less confident students may 
be disproportionately affected. 
The maintenance of the following curriculum at 
their current volumes, levels and employer / 
industry sector relevance may be vulnerable: 
- Additional Support Needs  
- Engineering 
- Construction 
- Computer sciences 
- Hospitality – Professional Cookery 
- Higher, Nat 5 Qualifications  
The majority of which are Regional and national 
priority sectors. 

   

  Socio-cultural Curriculum delivery plan 
choices will be influenced 
by the drive for efficiency 
resulting in some larger 
student to lecturer ratios 
and more homogenous 
student pathways. 

Average class size c14 
Wide range of entry 
and continuing level 
pathways. 
Wide range of industry 
and employer needs 
led pathways.  
 

Average class size c16 
Fewer entry level 
pathways to ensure 
less classes / pathways 
with more students in 
each. 
Student demand will 
determine more 
curriculum to ensure 
larger classes.   
 
 

Pressure on lecturers working with larger class 
sizes may result in less effective T&L.  Lecturer – 
student interaction may be more strained and less 
effective resulting in both teacher and student 
dissatisfaction. 
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Project Stream Category / 
Impact (RAG) 

Description Current state Future state Gap / associated issues 

4 Curriculum ….Continued 
  Socio-cultural 

Ethical 
Political 

The drive for teaching 
efficiency may result in 
the inability to develop 
new qualifications, 
teaching and learning 
materials, assessment 
materials, maintain 
administrative quality 
controls.  
 

Teaching Staff whose 
professional 
dedication results in 
continued 
development of new 
qualifications, teaching 
and learning materials 
and assessment 
materials. 

Decline in ability to 
develop new 
qualifications, teaching 
and learning materials, 
assessment and 
materials. 

A reduction in our ability to develop new 
curriculum or respond flexibly to new SG 
initiatives. 

   
   

5 Financial sustainability 
  Economic Multimillion pound cost 

savings. 
Projected Underlying 
Operating Position - 
deficit AY 2018/19 

Projected Underlying 
Operating Position - 
return to breakeven in 
AY 2019/20 
maintained through to 
end of planning period 
2022/23. 

Favourable financial operating position. 

6 Regional efficiency 
  Economic Modest cost savings. Savings as a direct 

result of intercollege 
efficiencies are 
minimal. 

Savings as a direct 
result of intercollege 
efficiencies c£100k / 
£200k. 

Modest contribution towards favorable financial 
operating position. 
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7  MONITORING, CONTROL & ACCOUNTABILITY 
 

Governance: 
 
The Lanarkshire Board are clear on their responsibility to support and hold the executive leadership 
to account and to ensure the appropriate use of considerable public funds. 
 
Each Project Stream of the Business Plan and the associated project-based activity will be monitored 
and reported through the Board’s Committee Structure.  Each Project Stream being placed under the 
oversight of an appropriate committee.  Any areas of common activity and oversight of the complete 
Business Plan will be addressed via the Chairs’ Committee or the full Board, as appropriate. 
 
Independent review: 
 
New College Lanarkshire engaged “Wylie and Bisset LLP, internal auditors, to undertake a review of 
their Business Plan (“the Plan”) which covered the period from 1st August 2018 to 31st July 2023. The 
Plan had been prepared by senior members of staff at NCL in close collaboration with the Scottish 
Funding Council (“SFC”), and following consultations with key stakeholders including staff, trade 
unions, South Lanarkshire College and the Board of Management. 
 
One of the Key Findings identified by Wylie and Bisset was that the College will be unable to deliver 
the Plan without full financial support from the SFC.  The report stated “We have not had sight of any 
correspondence from the SFC to the College providing confirmation of future support. We have 
received only verbal assurances from College Management that the necessary support will be 
received”. Subsequent to that report, the College received a letter from the SFC in December 2018 
stating that it was “happy to support” the Business Plan. 
 
Partnership Review: 
 
The plan was compiled in close collaboration with Scottish Funding Council (SFC) colleagues, with 
regular ongoing meetings to monitor progress.  
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